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ABSTRACT 
 
In late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Hungary, an insistence that historical ‘sins’ 
resulted in foreign oppression developed in literary endeavours. Relating the past to 
contemporary strife in this period frequently involved interpreting historical narratives as 
episodes in a sequence of earthly sin and divine punishment. The libretto for Erkel’s first 
opera, derived from the 1793 historical play of the same title, alters the original conclusion to 
suggest the futility of atonement amidst contemporary discord in nation building efforts. 
Discourse preoccupied with the future nation apparently lies at the heart of the very self-
perpetuating nature of ‘sin and punishment’ frequently cited as the cause of contemporary 
subjugation within the Habsburg Empire. This opera presents ‘the nation’ as a cyclic entity 
in which contemporary suffering results from national ‘sins’ originating in, and remaining 
un-atoned for, since the medieval age. 
This paper, then, argues that Bátori Mária responds to this cyclic understanding of suffering 
through a ‘musical hauntology’, or, Erkel’s musical narrative. Material related to the heroine 
(and her broader symbolic representation) acts as an omnipresent omen amidst the various 
power struggles between protagonists as the plot unfolds. Projecting contemporary fears 
onto various factions of power facilitates considering the past, present, and future of 

 
English version by the author. 

2 The author is grateful to Daniel Grimley for guidance in drafting the initial ideas comprising this 
study, to Krisztina Lajosi-Moore and Gene Moore for their thoughtful criticisms in shaping the 
arguments, and to Katalin Kim for advice on sources and versions of this opera.  
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Hungary in a simultaneous, multi-layered narrative. The inability to break the cycle 
suggested in this work, however, demonstrates an important divergence from other 
prominent contemporary uses of national history in opera. Rather than ‘learning from’ the 
past, or presenting allegorical consolation for contemporary strife, Bátori Mária suggests 
fears in the context of an apparently unresolvable state of punishment. 
 
Key words: Erkel, Bátori Mária, Opera, Hungarian Nationalism 

 
Introduction 
 

…by the myth of the fall, mankind transformed all evil, and natural evil par 
excellence – suffering, disease and death, floods and droughts, wars and epidemics – 
into mortal evil, that is, into the results of its own acts. If a flood destroyed the crops 
… this was not inevitable, but contingent, the result of a human act that could be 
counteracted and remedied by another human (and/or divine) act – by faith, 
repentance and expiration.1 

 
In late eighteenth and early nineteenth century Hungary, an insistence that 

historical ‘sins’ resulted in foreign oppression developed in literary endeavours. 
Relating the past to contemporary strifein this periodfrequently involved 
interpreting historical narratives as episodes in a sequence of earthly sin and 
divine punishment. BéniEgressy’s2 libretto from András Dugonics’s historical play 
of the same title3for Erkel’s first operaaltersthe original conclusion, suggesting the 
futility of atonement amidst contemporary discord in nation building efforts. 
Further, this work presents ‘the nation’ as a cyclic entity in which contemporary 
suffering results from national ‘sins’ originating in, and remaining un-atoned for, 
since the medieval age. The action on stage is at once an identification of historical 
trespasses as explanations for anguish, whilst the very (musical) act of recounting 
misdeedamidst contemporary conflict (within Erkel’s institution as well as 
nationalist movements in Pest more broadly) suggests hope of ‘atonement’ is futile.  

The ‘myth of the fall’ of Adam and Eve exemplifies how ‘manmade’ sin 
can quell fears of repercussions if suffering functions as a subsequent punishment: 
as manmade errors therein holding potential for manmadefuture resolve. This article 

 
1 Elemér Hankiss, Fears and Symbols: An Introduction to the Study of Western Civilization (Central European 
University Press, Budapest, 2001), p. 158. 
2 (1814-1851). Egressy wrote the libretti for Erkel’s first three operas. He was involved in efforts to 
develop Hungarian culture in Buda-Pest in almost every aspect of musical-theatrical activity. As a 
singer, actor, musician, librettist, translator and composer (notably, his settings of Petőfi’s poems), he 
was engaged with the PestiVárosiSzínházfrom 1835, and theNemzetiSzínházfrom its opening. 
GyörgySzékely (ed.), Magyar SzínházművészetiLexikon, (AkadémiaiKiadó, Budapest, 1994), p. 179. 
3 Completed in 1793, initially staged in 1794, and first published in a collection in 1795. Dugonics 
András, Bátori Mária: szomorútörténetötszakaszokban (Landerer, Pest, 1795). 
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examines, then, the themes of ‘sin’ and ‘punishment’ in Erkel’s Bátori Mária in the 
context of contemporary fears relating to the future.A heroine beholden to 
‘universal’ tragedy and tragic opera, that is, as her destiny tied to preservation of 
the social order, MáriaBátori1 is a vessel nevertheless representing specific fears 
and threats manifest in Hungary. 

Though studies acknowledge sin, punishment, and defeat as influences in 
Erkel’s subsequent works,2 the present discussion argues these function as central 
themes already in his first opera.This study contends that a cyclic imagining of 
national history influenced Erkel’s musical narration of the plot: the fate of the 
heroine links national history with contemporary conceptions of ‘national fate’. 
Further, this opera suggests how discourse preoccupied with the future nation lies 
at the heart of the very self-perpetuating nature of ‘sin and punishment’ frequently 
cited as the cause of contemporary subjugation within the Habsburg Empire. Bátori 
Mária, this chapter argues, demonstrates this cyclic understanding of suffering 
through a ‘musical hauntology’, or, Erkel’s musical narrative. Material related to 
the heroine (and her broader symbolic representation) acts as an omnipresent 
omen amidst the various power struggles between protagonists as the plot 
unfolds. Fears are ‘conjured’ and played out in a similar vein to the early modern 
gothic novel. Projecting contemporary fears onto various factions of 
powerfacilitates considering the past, present, and future of Hungary in a 
simultaneous, multi-layered narrative. The inability to break the cycle suggested in 
this work, however, demonstrates an important difference between other 
prominent uses of history in opera in the first half of the nineteenth-
century. Rather than ‘learning from’ the past, or presenting allegorical consolation 
for contemporary strife, Bátori Mária suggests fears in the context of an apparently 
unresolvable state of punishment.   
 

Sin and Punishment 
 

Hősvértőlpirosultgyásztér, sóhajtvaköszöntlek The red blood of heroes pours from the map, 
Nemzetinagylétünknagytemetője,Mohács!  here lies the cemetery of our nation, Mohács!  
Hollószárnyaivallebegett a zordonenyészet, when anger sparked His transcendent might,  
s pusztítóerejétrádviharoztadühe,  thunderbolts and devastation scorched the land. 
s vakdiadalmajelétrobogóvillámivalitten The raven’s wings hover overhead, and sighs rise 
Honnivitézsereginkholttetemikresüté.  from the land where lie the valiant, fallen, dead.  
 

 
1 In the Hungarian language, family names precede first names. In referencing the opera ‘Bátori Mária ’ 
is used, and ‘MáriaBátori’ when referring to the character.    
2 For example, see Tibor Tallián, ‘Keletkezés, sujet, fogadtatás’ in ÁgnesGupcsó (ed.), Szikrátdobott a 
nemzetszívébe: Erkel Ferenc HáromOperája(RózsavölgyiésTársa, Budapest, 2011), p. 243. 
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from Mohács, KárolyKisfaludy, (1824)1 
 

Mely fold ez, mi virágzótérazöreg Duna partján, What springs up from the bank of the old Danube, 
Melyensárgakalászrengedezésbujafű?  Whose yellow-eared corn sways in the lush grass? 
Nyögvefelel, s cask alighallatva s keservesen a föld:Barely a bitter groan is heard from this cemetery,  
HírtemetőjeMohács, s a magyar átkanevem.       Whose name, the Magyar curse, is: ‘Mohács’. 

 
from Mohács, MihályVörösmarty, (1830)2 

 
As in the historical novel, opera derived from history often connects the 

past with the (contemporary) present. However, the past is also often preoccupied 
with the future in such narratives, though literature concerned with works of this 
naturegenerally acknowledge this trajectory as marginal.3Nevertheless, diverse 
contextsin whichartists produce works deriving from historical themes in mediums 
such as opera, despite common underlying vogues, result in a variety of 
utilizations regarding the future.4In Hungary, artistic representations of history in 
the nineteenth-century often lack the ‘cathartic, reassuring or inspirational’5 
elements that the prominent example of the French grand operatic tradition 
frequently invoked. The medieval history of Hungary, on the one hand, boasts a 
powerful, cultured period. Conversely, narratives projecting contemporary 
discontent often derive from the turbulent passage from the ‘conquering’ of the 
Carpathian basin to eventual subordination within the Ottoman and Habsburg 
Empires.  

Hungary’s position as a major power in Europe began to wane since the 
decline of the ‘golden age’ following the death of Matthias Corvinus.6 Under his 

 
1KárolyKisfaludy and Lajos Csetri (ed.), KisfaludyKárolyválogatottművei(SzépirodalmiKönyvkiadó, 
Budapest, 1980), p. 480. English translation the present author’s.   
2MihályVörösmarty, KárolyHorváth and DezsőTóth (eds.), VörösmartyMihályösszesművei: II: 
KisebbKötemények (AkadémaiKiadó, Budapest, 1960), p. 85. English translation the present author’s. 
3 Critics such as Susan C. Brantly acknowledge this function of the historical novel, yet do not unpack 
this phenomenon in any depth. Rather, utilising the past in the context of nation building focuses on 
national history in shaping self-image. Susan. C. Brantly, The Historical Novel, Transnationalism, and the 
Postmodern Era: Presenting the Past (Routledge, Abingdon, 2017), p. 53. 
4 These transnational exchanges unravelled in a fashion viewed by Michael Werner as ‘histoirecroisée’. 
As Werner puts it, histoirecroiséeconsiders ‘…entities and objects of research are not merely considered 
in relation to one another but also through one another, in terms of relationships, interactions, and 
circulation. … The approach does not limit itself to an analysis of the point of intersection or a moment 
of contact, it takes into account more broadly the processes that may result the reform’ WERNER 
Michael and ZIMMERMANN Bénédicte, Beyond Comparison: HistoireCroisée and the challenge of 
Reflexivity, in “History and Theory”, XLV, no.1, February, 2006, p. 38.  
5 Sarah Hibberd, French Grand Opera and the Historical Imagination (Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 2009), p. 12. 
61443-1490, Matthias ruled from 1458 until his death.  
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two Jagiellonian successors,1 the previously well-funded and organised military 
dismantled, and regions conquered by King Matthias were lost. The divide 
between land-owning class with serfs widened, it became ‘caste-like’.2 The nobility 
dictated policy – often in line with their own interest– running a patchwork of 
miniature realms unchallenged, and the lack of centralised management of 
resources meant a decline in order and administration. Layers of nobility blamed 
one another, and the serfs blamed the nobility.3With the crown under Louis II 
increasingly unable to defend territories from Ottoman expansion, Hungary 
became a vessel of the Empire. Subsequently, the Habsburg Empire engulfed large 
territories of formerly Hungarian lands by 1699.  

Matthias forged the previously powerful and cultured Kingdom from the 
flames of frequent crises through extensive military strategies and diplomatic 
foreign policies. His rein overcame the devastations that followed the Mongolian 
invasion, the extinction of the Árpád dynasty, and a century and a half of foreign 
rule.4Following his death, the decline of social power structures, and the 
subsequent loss of self-determinationmanifests in literature in the form of a 
cyclicunderstanding of history as old as the Magyars themselves.5Examples 
including the early medieval nomadic Hungariansnear-constant pillaging and 
destruction of territories as far as the Iberian Peninsula6 became a ‘sin’ in the 
historiographical imagination.7 The invasion of the Mongolians in the thirteenth-
century, estimated to have decreased the population settled in the Carpathian 
basin by between fifteen and fifty percent,8became an example of an ensuing 

 
1Wladislas II (1490-1516) and Louis II (1516-1526) 
2Pál Engel, translated by TamásPálosfalvi and Andrew Ayton (ed.), The Realm of St Stephen: A History of 
Medieval Hungary, 895-1526 (I. B. Tauris, London and New York, 2001), p. 325. 
3 Engel, ibid, 359. These tensions turned into a (serf) revolt in 1514; events serving as the plot of Erkel’s 
1867 opera, DózsaGyörgy which centres on the ‘peasant’ leader, GyörgyDózsa. 
4 Twentieth-century Historians have challenged the view of this period of rule by foreign monarchs 
(Charles I (1308-1342), Louis I (1342-1382), Mary I (1832-35 (first rein), 1387-1395 (second rein)) of the 
house of Anjou, Sigismund of the house of Luxembourg (alongside Mary I (1387-1395) and Habsburgs 
Albert (1437-1439) and Ladislaus V (1440-1457) as periods of growth and societal development. For 
example, László Péter and MiklósLojkó (eds.), Hungary’s Long Nineteenth Century: Constitutional and 
Democratic Traditions in a European Perspective (BRILL, Leiden, 2012), pp. 118-119. 
5 Acknowledged, for example, in Ferenc Bónis, ‘A HimnuszSzületéseésMásfélÉvszázada’ in Ferenc 
Bónis (ed.), Magyar ZenetörténetiTanulmányok: ErkelFerencrőlésKoráról(PüskiKiadó, Budapest, 1995), p. 76. 
6 Once established under the succession of Árpád leaders, such campaigns were a pre-emptive defence 
strategy of the conquered territory, as well as a means of securing resources. Nora Berend, The 
Expansion of Central Europe in the Middle Ages,The Expansion of Latin Europe, 1000-1500, Vol. 5(Ashgate 
Variorum, Farnham and Burlington, 2017). 
7BalázsTrencsényi, MaciejJanowski, MónikaBaár, Maria Falina and Michal Kopeček, A History of Modern 
Political Thought in East Central Europe: Volume I: Negotiating Modernity in the ‘Long Nineteenth Century’ 
(Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2016), p. 205. 
8 Engel, ibid, pp. 101-103. However, this phenomenon is a prevalent theme in late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth-century literature, this trend forms part of a continuing cycle of imaging the past. Prevalent 
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punishment in literary endeavours (discussed below). Similarly, in more recent 
‘collective memory’,1 the defeat of the ‘Rákóczi war’ between 1703-1711 and 
centuries of subordination within foreign empires apparently proved the 
continuation of the cycle of national sin and punishment.2Significantly, by the early 
nineteenth-century, the reoccurring phenomena of the Hungarian medieval 
‘golden age’ is frequently cited synonymously with ‘national decline’ since the 
battle of Mohács in 1526.3As the examples of Kisfaludy and Vörösmarty(above) 
suggest, such defeats became symbolic of a perpetual national ‘curse’ relating the 
past to the present and future.  

Erkel’s generation inherited a tradition in which ‘the intelligentsia’ 
explored fears of the ‘distinct’ Hungarian identity falling into oblivion.Csokonai,4 
for example, viewed the future in relation to enlightenment ideals taking root: this 
would ‘determine whether the nation can enter “the garden of humanity”’.5 Fear of 
obscurity only intensified when ideas from several ‘German romantics’ infiltrated 
the circles of Hungarian literati from the late eighteenth century. Fears of a 
nemzethalál, ‘nation death’, in this period are acknowledged as at least partially a 
reaction to Herder’s prediction of the extinction of the Hungarian language and 
culture as a result of becoming subordinate to a ‘majority’ people within the 

 
throughout twentieth century literary and political discourse, preoccupation with national sin and 
punishment remains apparent until today, for example with regard to feminist studies, such as 
EszterSalgó, Psychoanalytic Reflections on Politics: Fatherlands in Mother’s Hands (Routledge, London, 
2013). 
1 In the words of Jeffrey Andrew Barash, ‘collective memory’ is defined broadly thus: ‘Collective 
memory is the matrix of cohesion of social groups, however vast they may be, through which group 
continuity in time is at once attested and reaffirmed.’ See Jeffrey Andrew Barash, Collective Memory and 
the Historical Past (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2016). 
2 Reflecting on views of Hungarian history from the eighteenth-century perspective, as Barany puts it: 
‘After two centuries of Turkish, dynastic, religious and civil wars the population of devastated 
Hungary, estimated at about 4.1 million in 1720, more than doubled. The country was still 
underdeveloped, with fewer than a half million inhabitants in sixty-one chartered royal cities… 
Hungarian cities were large villages with hardly any stone or brick buildings in them. The repopulation 
of the country after the Ottoman withdrawal also changed Hungary’s ethnic composition in favour of 
the non-Magyars who probably constituted well over half of its people on the eve of the national 
awakening of East-Central Europe. BARANY George, Hoping Against Hope: The Enlightenment Age in 
Hungary, “The American Historical Review”, LXXVI, no.2, April, 1971,p. 325. 
3 The devastation of this battle for Hungarian as a European power is described by Veszprémy thus: 
‘within a few hours, not only the royal army but also the medieval Hungarian kingdom itself was 
defeated; the king and most of the country’s prelates and dignitaries were dead. …the defeat at Mohács 
paved the way for the subsequent occupation of most of the kingdom by the Turks (1541), leaving only 
a northern and western rump under Christian rule’. László Veszprémy, ‘Mohács, Battles of’ in 
Alexander Mikaberidze (ed.), Conflict and Conquest in the Islamic World: A Historical Encyclopaedia Volume 
I (ABC-CLIO, Santa Barbara, 2011), p. 590. 
4MihályCsokonaiVitéz (1773-1805) is a significant figure in Hungarian literary and cultural history. 
5 Barany, ibid, p. 338. 
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Empire.1Fundamentally, literary works drawing on themes relating to the 
medieval kingdom of Hungary, be they scholarly or artistic, often consider 
historical events and the contemporary political-social context in tandem. 
Historical narratives even inspired attempts to influence the future of the nation. 
During the enlightenment Hungarian ‘cultural nationalists’2resisted a nemzethalál 
through productivity, particularly with regards language reformation and 
cultivation.3 Establishing networks of writers and a tradition of criticism across the 
Hungarian territories not only formed frameworks for creating original – ‘national’ 
– works, but facilitated launching literary societiesin Pest during Erkel’s early 
career. Ferenc Kazinczy (1759-1831), though disapproving of the ‘liberal’ circles 
establishing themselves in the new cultural centre,4 was the driving force creating a 
web of authors throughout Habsburg Hungary. However, by the 1830s Pest-Buda 
became the literary centre of Hungary, and the younger generation congregating in 
the new cultural capital largely rejected the strictly ‘classical’ concepts of national 
literature which Kazinczy devotedly preached.5 The generation instrumental to 
1848, rather, display ideas from the latter half of the reform period thaterupted into 
the revolution. MihályVörösmarty’sZalánfutása, ‘Flight of Zalán’, for example, is 
widely acknowledged as the first modern Hungarian epic.6This work 
fundamentally encompasses the theme of ‘national awakening’ which 
characterised the national movements in the second quarter of the nineteenth 
century in Hungary. In János M. Bak’s words, Zalánfutásais concerned with 

 
1 Herder speculates the death of the Hungarian language in his Ideenzur Philosophie der Geschichte der 
Menschheit(1784). Johann Gottfried Herder, translated by T. Churchill, Outlines of a Philosophy of the 
History of Man (Bergman Publishers, New York, 1966), p. 476. 
2 This term is used here in the definition spear-headed by John Hutchinson’s differentiation between 
political and cultural nationalisms, see John Hutchinson, Dynamics of Cultural Nationalism: The Gaelic 
Revival and the Creation of the Irish Nation State (Allen & Unwin, London, 1987)and more recently John 
Hutchinson, ‘Cultural Nationalism’ in John Breuilly (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of the History of 
Nationalism (Oxford University Press, Oxford, 2013), pp.76-91. 
3 Language cultivation and promotion as political and cultural tools in this period are linked to many 
factors involving; reactions to Rousseau’s’ social contract, the Napoleonic wars, and Herder’s cultural 
relativism to name a few prominent influences. See, for example, CUSHING G. F, The Birth of National 
Literature in Hungary, “The Slavonic and East European Review”, XXVIII, no.91, June,1960, pp. 459-475. 
4 A prominent example is the Aurora circle named after the title of one of the first widely read 
Hungarian journals committed to academic literary commentary. This circle was associated particularly 
with Károly Kisfaludy (1788-1830), who became the editor quickly following his rise from obscurity as 
an artist when his play A TartárokMagyarországon(‘The Tartars in Hungary’) was received 
enthusiastically in Pest. The ‘Kisfaludy Society’ was formed in the years following his death, and 
proved an active contribution to Pest’s literary life for over a century. 
5MihálySzegedy-Maszák, ‘From Enlightenment to Romanticism (1790-1849)’ in László Kósa (ed.), A 
Companion to Hungarian Studies (AkadémiaiKiadó, Budapest, 1999), pp. 366-392. 
6János M Bak, ‘From the Anonymous “Gesta” to the Flight of Zalánby Vörösmarty’ in János M. Bak, 
Patrick J. Geary and GáborKlaniczay (eds.) Manufacturing a Past for the Present: Forgery and Authenticity 
in Medievalist Texts and Objects in Nineteenth-Century Europe (BRILL, Leiden, 2014),p. 106. 
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‘waking up the slumbering nation and recovering the “ancient glory”’. 
Vörösmarty’s epic circulatedsimultaneously with the first meeting of the 
Hungarian diet in nearly two decades; an event generally recognised as initiating 
the Hungarian reform period.1Ferenc Kölcsey’s (1790-1838) canonical poem titled 
Hymnus, a’ Magyar népzivatarosszázadaiból, ‘Hymn, from the stormy centuries of the 
Hungarian people’ is a prominent example of how negotiating contemporary 
Hungarian identities through history often concern the future. Written in 1823, 
Kölcsey’s poem appeals to God to bless the Hungarian, who, it contends, ‘…suffers 
for all sins of the past and the future’.2 This work chronicles the conquering of the 
Carpathian basin (stanza 2) and the ‘golden age’ of Matthias ‘Corvinus’s’ reign 
(stanza 3), before lamenting the suffering that followed at the hands of the 
Mongolians and Turks as punishment for ‘sins’.3Kölcsey’s text exemplifies the 
Hungarian-biblical parallel that functioned as a potent driving force behind the 
reform movement.4Studies often discuss Hymnusand Vörösmarty’sSzózat, ‘appeal’, 
concurrently as representative of suchfears and hopes prominent in the pre-
revolutionary period.5 See, for example, the passage quoted below:  

 
Mégjőnikell, mégjőni fog There yet shall come, if come there must,  
Egy job kor, mely után  that better, fairer day 
Buzgó imádság epedez  for which a myriad thousand lips 
Százezrekajakán.  In fervent yearning pray. 
 
Vagyjőni fog, ha jőnikell,  Or shall there come, if come there must,   
A nagyszerű halál,  a death of fortitude; 
Hol a temetkezésfölött  and round about our graves shall stand 
Egy ország verben áll.  A nation washed in blood. 

 

 
1Bak,ibid, p. 105. 
2Megbűnhődtemár e nép, A múltat s jövendőt! (first stanza, lines 7-8). 
3Hajh, de bűneinkmiatt, Gyúltharagkebledben, S elsújtádvillámidat, Dörgőfellegedben, ‘Ah, but for our sins, 
Anger gathered in Your bosom and Struck with Your lightning, From Your thundering clouds’ (stanza 
4, lines 1-4) 
4 See for exampleJózsefUjfalussy, ‘Erkel Ferenc ésSzöveykönyvei’ in Bence Szabolcsi and Bartha Dénes 
(eds.), Az Opera Történetéből(AkadémiaiKiadó, Budapest, 1961), p. 37, and Bónis in Bónis (ed.), op. cit., p. 
77, and more recently in Trencsényi, Janowski, Baár, Falina and Kopeček, op. cit., p. 205. Himnuszhas 
proved an enduring symbol in Hungarian culture until today. When Erkel set Kölcsey’s words to music 
in his application for a competition inviting members of the public to submit potential national 
anthems, his setting remains the official national Hungarian anthem. The phenomena of seeking 
forgiveness for the ‘sins of the nation’ (nemzetbűneiért) are well acknowledged in Hungarian literary 
studies as a theme since at least the sixteenth century. See Ferenc Kölcsey and ZoltánG. Szabó (ed), 
Kölcsey Ferenc: Versekés versfordítások: Kölcsey Ferenc Minden Munkái, Vol 3 (UniversitasKiadó, Budapest, 
2001), p. 728. 
5 For example, see KárolySziklavár, ‘Néphimnusz-kísérletek. “nemzetinépdalok” ésszózat-
megzenésítések a XIX. Századderekán’ in Ferenc Bónis (ed.), A NemzetiRomantikaVilágából(Püski, 
Budapest, 2005), p. 10. 
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MihályVörösmarty, Szózat(stanzas 10-11), 1836.1 
 
Whilst figures such as Kazinczy and Csokonai fought a 

nemzethalálfundamentally through language cultivation,2 and Vörösmarty through 
‘appealing’ to the ‘slumbering nation’, statesman IstvánSzéchenyi sought to pull a 
culture back from what he viewed as the brink of oblivionin pragmatic 
endeavours.His projects to cultivate culture included establishing national 
‘casinos’ in Buda-Pest3 and the Hungarian Academy of Sciences (1825). In the years 
which followed Széchenyi was also involved with establishing the Hungarian 
theatre, inaugurated with the performance of Vörösmarty’sÁrpádébredésereflecting 
the goal the institution was conceived for: to promote ‘national awakening’. These 
endeavours derived at least partially from fears of a Hungarian 
‘apocalypse’.4Nevertheless, despite apparently united desires to ‘safeguard’ against 
obscurity, a united front did not characterise such goals. Fellow aristocrats largely 
deemed Széchenyi’s ideology ‘radical’ in his early career (in advocating for the 
dismantling of feudalism, for example). However, the following generation 
oftenpromoteddistinctly drastic approaches.5 As a unionist, Széchenyiviewed the 
route to an overhaul of Hungarian society through negotiations within the Empire 
as practical stages towards a modern economic state, which, by default, would 

 
1MihályVörösmarty, KárolyHorváth and DezsőTóth (eds.), VörösmartyMihályösszesművei, Volume II: 
KisebbKöltemények(AkadémiaiKiadó, Budapest,1962), p. 210. English translation by Watson Kirkconnell 
in Acta LitterariaAcademiaeScientiarumHungaricae, Volume 29 (AcadémiaiKiadó, Budapest, 1987), p. 400. 
2 However, it is important to note that Csokonai was decidedly against translations. As Barany puts it: 
‘he preferred a mediocre but original work to a first-rate translation, he dissented from most 
contemporary literati who thought it more important to have good translations than to write original 
works.’ Barany, ibid, p. 322. 
3Széchenyi established the first ‘National Casino’ in 1827, the success of which led to several more 
opening in the late 1820s and early 1830s. These became important centres of political and economic 
debate and trade, executed, crucially, through Hungarian language. T. Kamusella, The Politics of 
Language and Nationalism in Modern Central Europe (Springer, New York, 2008), p. 441.  
4Árpádébredése functioned as the prologue to an evening of Hungarian music and dances inaugurating 
the Pesti Magyar Színház. This ‘poetic fantasy’ is an allegorical work in which the awakening of Árpád 
beholds the ideals of ‘waking’ the ‘slumbering Hungarian nation’ as demonstrated in contemporary 
artistic and non-artistic writings alike by ‘public actors’ of the period. See, for example, Zoltán Imre, 
‘Building a(s) Theatre: the Pesti Magyar Színházin 1837’ in Marcel Cornis-Pope and John Neubauer 
(eds.), History of the Literary Cultures of East-Central Europe: Junctures and Disjunctures in the 19th and 20th 
Centuries Volume II: The Making and Remaking of Literary Institutions (Amsterdam and Philadelphia, John 
Benjamins Publishing, 2004), p. 152. 
5 Lajos Kossuth (1802-1894) played an integral role in the revolution of 1848, after which he spent the 
rest of his life in exile. Hailing from noble, though humble, origins, he demonstrated an enormous 
passion for work, establishing himself as respected lawyer, journalist and statesman. He became 
notorious for dramatic speeches, which were fundamental to gathering public support for the liberal 
cause. In the 1848 revolution, he briefly became Hungary’s first President. For example, discussed in 
IstvánDeák, The Lawful Revolution: Louis Kossuth and the Hungarians, 1848-1849 (Phoenix Press, London, 
1979), p. 351. 
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nurture social equality.1 The nationalism of Kossuth and his supporters, many of 
whom became members of the first Hungarian parliament, sought not only to 
extend their rights within the Empire, but to emancipate Hungary from foreign 
rule completely. Significantly, the various political-national factions demonstrate 
differing interpretations of these ‘historical-biblical’ parallels. IstvánSzéchenyi 
urged the radical movement to advance their agenda cautiously. His book 
Akeletnépe, ‘People of the East’,for example, warns against drastic action that could 
itself culminate in the extinction of the Hungarian identity.2 By contrast, many 
separatist-nationalists believed direct action in the form of appeals to central 
administration and, ultimately, revolutionary activity, were necessary steps in 
securing any future at all.3 

National history as demonstrated in the example of Himnusz and Szózatare 
complex ‘cultural artefacts’ which relates to both actual historical sources, a 
continuing literary tradition of new year hymns and orations, as well as responses 
to the imagery invoked in contemporary political discourse. Such overlaps 
between the cultural and the political also had a significant impact on ‘public 
actors’ in relation to Hungarian music and theatre. By the opening of the National 
Theatre ‘national’ music and drama were matters of ‘fateful’ urgency.Public open 
letters between the anti-opera (often separatist-nationalist) ‘radicals’ and the pro-
opera ‘conservatives’ in the so-called tollharcok, ‘pen wars’, and operaháború‘opera 
war’, capture this. The situation at Erkel’s institution reached such an impasse that 
the primadonnadestined for the role of Máriawas abroad for the premiere – fleeing 
the barrage of criticism hurled against her – and the younger MáriaFelber hastily 
learned the role.4Literary representations of history at least partially motivated 
such discourse surrounding the (contemporary) present and future and political 
disputes debating how the future should be secured. As this brief outline 
demonstrates, the reform period saw radical opinions and contradictions. Tensions 
between public figures agendas to secure the future of Hungary is the 
fundamental, allegorical theme underlying Erkel’s first opera. These disagreements 

 
1 Robert Bideleux and Ian Jeffries, A History of Eastern Europe: Crisis and Change (Routledge, London, 
1998), p. 301. 
2IstvánSzéchenyi, A kelet népe(Wigand KárolyFridrik, Bratislava, 1841), in particular pp. 133-135. See 
also Trencsényi, Janowski, Baár, Falina and Kopeček, op. cit., p. 225. 
3As Gábor Vermes suggests: ‘They [The Hungarian liberal movement] employed the highly emotional 
tools of romantic nationalism, but, when they counselled the non-Magyars [citizens of Habsburg 
Hungary who were not ethnically Hungarian], they relied on the rational arguments of liberalism’, 
Gábor Vermes, Hungarian Culture and Politics in the Habsburg Monarchy 1711-1848 (Central European 
University Press, Budapest, 2014), p. 302. 
4 For an outline of the tollharcok andoperaháború in relation to Erkel’s working environment see Tibor 
Tallián, SchodelRozáliaés a hivatásos Magyar operajátszáskezdetei(BalassiKiadó,Budapest, 2015), 110-131. See 
also Anna Szalai (ed.), Tollharcok: irodalmiésszínháziviták, 1830-1847 (SzépirodalmiKönyvkiadó, Budapest, 
1981), for a collection of these exchanges as printed in contemporary journals and newspapers. 
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are precisely the discourse Bátori Mária speculates as the very downfall for securing 
‘atonement’. 

 
Bátori Mária: Mária Bátori 
 

Nemlátod-az e Istenangyalát  Don’t you see the angel of God 
Fentlengni? Éleskardvillogkezében. Hovering above? Brandishing a sword. 
Nézd, arcabús, haragjaszenttüzében, Her face is brooding in the sacred fire of wrath, 
Hogymegfenyítseérte e hazát.  Bringing punishment to the country. 
Ő légyenhát a véresáldozat,  The woman must be the bloodstained sacrifice 
És a békenaphazánkra fölvirrad.  – and peace will dawn at our motherland. 

 
Árvai and Szepelik,Act II, No.10, scene iii 

Ferenc Erkel, libretto by BénjaminEgressy, Bátori Mária 
 

By Ferenc Erkel’s appointment as principal conductor of the Hungarian 
Theatre,1 he had proven his ability to interpret contemporary international 
repertoire from his role as second conductor at the Pest City (‘German’) 
Theatre.2Bátori Mária is therefore indebted to the ‘tragic-romantic-primadonna-
opera’ repertoire that Erkel himself had introduced to the Buda-Pest public.3He 
approached the task of composing his first opera with both the current resident 
primadonna, RozáliaSchodel Klein (1811-1854), and the contemporary operas she 

 
1Pesti Magyar Színház, from 1840: NemzetiSzínház, ‘National Theatre’. The premiere of Bátori Mária 
inaugurated the ‘re-christening’ of this institution. See Katalin Kim, ‘AzErkel-Műhely: 
KözösMunkaErkel Ferenc SzínpadiMűveiben (1840-1857)’, (PhD Dissertation, Liszt Ferenc 
ZeneművészetiEgyetem, 2012), pp.40-48, especially p 44. 
2PestiVárosi (Német) Színház. Erkel remained in this position between 1835 and 1837 and took on many of 
the daily conducting duties, as the principal conductor, Joseph Grill, frequently made appearances at 
theatres in German regions. MihályCenner, ‘Erkel Ferenc a PestiVárosi (Német) Színházban’ in 
FerencBónis (ed.), Magyar ZenetörténetiTanulmányok: ErkelFerencrőlésKoráról(PüskiKiadó, Budapest, 
1995), p. 43. Even prior to his role at the German Theatre, Erkel had conducted operas staged by the 
National theatre troupe. Despite the lack of funds and able singers, Erkel prepared eleven operas by 
Rossini, Cherubini, Auber, Boildieu, Hérold, Mercadante and Weber as well as the serious attempt at 
opera in Hungarian prior to his own: Béla Futasa(1822) by JózsefRuzitska, performed over a period of 
eight months. AmadéNémeth, AzErkelek a Magyar Zenében: AzErkelCsaládSzerepe a Magyar 
ZeneiMűvelődésben(BékésMegyeiTanács, Békéscsaba, 1987), p. 60. 
3As Tibor Tallián has discussed, when Erkel transformed the opera department of the Hungarian 
Theatre into an institution which staged the contemporary international repertoire, this meant Bátori 
Mária enjoyed only a short-lived stint of performances following its premiere; the audience had become 
accustomed to a steady supply of contemporary works. Tallián, loc. cit., p. 88. Bátori Mária was 
performed for the last time in 1860, see MiklósDolinszky, ‘Keletkezés, fogadtatás, revízió’ in 
ÁgnesGupcsó (ed.), “Szikrátdobott a nemzetszívébe”: Erkel Ferenc háromoperája(RózsavölgyésTársa, 
Budapest, 2011), pp. 358-359. 
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starred in under his own baton, in mind.1 Beyond achieving the fundamental 
‘mission’ of marrying the Hungarian language and verbunkosidiom with 
international musical trends,2 this opera reflects integral developmentstied to 
Hungarian identity emerging in the pre-revolution period.3 Borrowing tools from 
the international repertoire facilitate a musical context where public debates 
disputing the ‘correct’ way to progress as a nation, and the contemporary cyclic 
interpretation of history, infiltrate.  

The Hungarian Theatre in Pest opened in 1838, two years prior to the 
premiere of Erkel’s first opera. Dugonics’s Bátori Mária was in its fourth decade of 
existence. In the rapidly developing reform period, Dugonics’s play belonged to an 
earlier period of initiatives seeking to improve Hungarian literary culture, 
executed through the broader European phenomenon of the historical novel and 
play. Shaping the Hungarian vernacular into a medium fitting for high art, ‘literary 
organiser’ Ferenc Kazinczy argued, would be achieved by executing ‘artistic’ 
translations of foreign works into Hungarian.4 Creating original works, Kazinczy 
contended, meant taking existing models such as from Shakespeare and Greek 
classicism to create national narratives and epics from Hungarian history.5 As 
MiklósDolinszky puts it, Dugonics’s play was ‘halfway between translation and 
transition’ in his adaptation of Julius Fredrich von Soden’sIgnez de Castro (1784). In 
turn, von Soden’s play is based on the historical figure of Inês de Castro (1325-
1355), the mistress of Peter I of Portugal.6Dugonics’s play is faithfully transplanted 

 
1 Tibor Tallián, ‘Előadástörténet’ in Gupcsó (ed.), op. cit., 108. Though circumstances surrounding the 
‘opera war’ meant Schodel did not star in the premiere. 
2Dolinszky, Miklós, ElőadásazErkel operakiadáselsőköteteineksajtóbemutatóján, “Magyar zene”, XLI, no.1 
(2003), p. 111. 
3 Generally understood as between 1825 and 1848, see for example Barany’s study: George Barany, 
Stephen Széchenyi and the Awakening of Hungarian Natonalism 1791-1841 (Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, 1968), and more recently Anna CabakRédei, ‘JózsefEötvös and the age of Hungarian Reform’ 
in Kerstin Sundberg, Tomas Germundsson and Kjell Hansen (eds.), Modernisation and Tradition: 
European Local and Manorial Societies 1500-1900 Volume 2. (Nordic Academic Press, Lund, 2004), 107-131. 
4 This phenomenon of language reform through translation in turn was an inheritance from the 
endeavours of GyörgyBessenyei (1747-1811), a member of Maria Theresa’s guard, and his 
contemporaries who sought to make the works of the French enlightenment philosophers available in 
the Hungarian language. For example, acknowledged in Richard Aczel, ‘Hungarian Romanticism: 
Reimagining (Literary) History’ in Paul Hamilton (ed.), The Oxford Handbook of European Romanticism 
(Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2016), p. 359. 
5 András Kiséry and ZsoltKomáromy, ‘World Literature in Hungarian Literary Culture’ in András 
Kiséry, ZsoltKomáromy and ZsuzsannaVarga (eds.), Worlds of Hungarian Writing: National Literature as 
Intercultural Exchange (Fairleigh University Press, Madison, 2016), p. 13. 
6 When Pedro I (1320-1367, ruling from 1837 until his death) was widowed in 1345, he shortly after 
began a relationship with Inês de Castro. His father, Alfonso IV, whilst still King, ordered Inês’s murder 
in 1355. As a member of the house of Galicia, Alfonso apparently saw his heir’s power threatened by the 
rival family. Pedro, once King, executed her murderers and commanded his subjects to recognise her 
posthumously as Queen. Peter Francis Kenny, Monarchs (Zlibris, Bloomington, 2016). 
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onto Hungarian historical figures in adherence to von Soden’s plot in all but two 
respects. The murderers are accountable for their actions, and the conclusion now 
revealsMáriaBátori as a member of the royal family in a manner akin to the literary 
trend in which a posthumous revelation of a protagonist’s identity concludes the 
work.1In the context of the turnoff the nineteenth century, this alteration served as 
a lesson in tolerance and against absolutism.2He draws still further lessons from 
the conclusion, in which the King and Prince can resolve their conflict with the 
aidIstván’s mother, as an intermediary.3By 1840 this theme held the potential for 
further transformation: to explore the cyclic characterisation of sin and punishment 
in historiographical thinking. For Egressy and Erkel an opera based exclusively on 
Hungarian historical figures, rather, subscribed to the broader operatic 
phenomenon of reimagining the national past in the context of contemporary 
strife. Egressy’salterations to the plot were, therefore, both practical and artistic. In 
the first instance, this involves reduction of characters, scenes and overall 
simplification of the play fitting for an opera libretto. As Dolinszky has 
acknowledged, the plot alterations meant the curtain now drops before any 
resolutions or lessons can be learned from the unfolding tragedy, creating a 
‘surprisingly modern’ effect.4 This was not simply to provide the audience with 
novelty. Rather, the new conclusion is beholden to a broader imagining of the past 
in the present, tying the cyclic ‘sin and punishment’ phenomenon to fears of a 
nemzethalál.  

Kálmán, King of Hungary5 and his successor, István II6 were the eighth 
and ninth generation of the Árpád dynasty.7 The house of Árpád established a 

 
1 This vogue is also reflected in several early nineteenth-century operas.To cite prominent examples: 
Bellini-Romani’s La Straniera(1829) based on Charles-Victor Prévot’sL'Étrangère, Donizetti-Romani’s 
Lucrezia Borgia (1833) from Victor Hugo’s play of the same title, and Scribe’s libretto for La Juive(1835) 
composed by Halévy. 
2Dugonics’s extensive footnotes detailing the historical figures both reflects the broader transnational 
Enlightenment ‘hangover’ in early Hungarian literary endeavours of classification and order, whilst 
also adhering to the ‘classical’ aesthetic of ‘borrowed’ models of national history. 
3 András Dugonics, Introduction by Gusztáv Heinrich, Bátori Mária: szomorútörténetötszakaszokban 
(Franklin-Társulat, Budapest, 1887), act V, scene vii. 
4Dolinszky in Gupcsó (ed.), op. cit., p. 138. 
5 1070-1116. Kálmán reigned between 1095 until his death. 
6 1101-1131. István succeeded Kálmán as King in 1116 until his death. 
7 This settlement is often referred to in historiography as ‘the conquest of the Carpathian basin’. In 
recent decades studies have demonstrated it is more accurate to understand this as a ‘flight for survival’ 
by Hungarian tribes who previously lived nomadically throughout the central Asian steppes; as Sutt 
notes, the very term honfoglalás, ‘conquest’, ‘belies its nineteenth-century nationalistic origins’. Cameron 
Sutt, Slavery in Árpád-era Hungary in a Comparative Context (Brill, Leiden, 2015), 35-36. Árpád history and 
the first Christian King, István I, were the dominant topics in eighteenth-century Hungarian literary 
endeavours, before late medieval history of the Hunyadi’s in the first half of the nineteenth-century. 
Krisztina Lajosi, ‘19th Century Opera and Representations of the Past in the Public Sphere’ in Lotte 
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unification of the (previously nomadic) tribes inhabiting the Carpathian basin at 
the turn of the ninth century. From the nineteenth-century perspective in Hungary, 
this dynasty held significance for many nationalists seeking to argue the 
legitimization of the Hungarian claim to a united and independent state. The first 
to establish a settled Magyar people in modern Hungary, Árpád ‘proved’ the 
validity of the right to an autonomous, self-ruled state in this region.1 Adopting 
systems with which to structure society and permanent settlements,2Árpád’s 
offspring succeeded him until 1290 (with the death of the heirless Ladislaus IV), 
when the Hungarian lands came under foreign monarchs until 1490. The 
seemingly outdated trials of monarchs in Bátori Mária nevertheless demonstrate the 
complexities involved in fashioning national identity in competing aspects of 
contemporary public debates regarding the progression of ‘the nation’. The tension 
between the ‘old order’, or the ancient regime, of the King with the young Prince are 
suggestive of the harms of each. A social structure becoming stagnant is harmful to 
progress, yet advancement must be approached cautiously. The councillors, who 
function as ‘Iago’ characters – that is, opportunistically seeking to exploit the 
insecurities of the King for their own ends – also represent man made obstacles 
generally. This cautions that compromise and transition hold threats, even when 
progress is taking place. The ‘progressive’ István, who values Mária in terms of a 
human being rather than through her bloodline (the continuation of the Árpád 
dynasty) nevertheless facilitates harm through negligence. The underlying theme 
of the omnipresent historical cyclic ‘nation’, this opera suggests, will remain 
unbroken if politicians and intellectuals focus solely on what should constitute 
Hungary and the Hungarians. The self-perpetuating sin-and-punishment 
phenomenon meanwhile continues amidst these deliberations. The final scenes of 
Bátori Mária offer the most direct parallels. Ignorance – the drinking song of the 
hunting party – means István only considers potential danger once it is too late. 
The heroine’s final moments evolve into a coro furioso swearing revenge on the 
murderers. The cycle of sin and punishment continues, and history is apparently 
doomed to repeat. 

 
The Gothic Projection: Literal and Figurative Ghosts  

 
Jenson and JoepLeerssen (eds.), Free Access to the Past: Romanticism, Cultural Heritage and the Nation (Brill, 
Leiden, 2010), p. 241.  
1 As noted by ZoltánImre the ‘founding figure’ is often a crucial element in theories of national 
movements (developed by scholars such as Hobsbawn), and the first modern ‘Hungarian epics’ were 
derived from Árpád history. ZoltánImre, ‘Building a(s) Theatre: the Pesti Magyar Színházin 1837’ in 
Marcel Cornis-Pope and John Neubauer (eds.), History of the Literary Cultures of East-Central Europe: 
Junctures and Disjunctures in the 19th and 20th Centuries Volume II: The Making and Remaking of Literary 
Institutions (John Benjamins Publishing, Amsterdam and Philadelphia, 2004), p. 152.  
2Sutt, op. cit., p. 41. 
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…is the gothic… pestiferous, or is it a pestiduct? Does it spread contamination, or 
might it provide a channel for the expulsion of contaminating materials? …what 
Gothic perhaps suggests is that such a differentiation is impossible, that we cannot tell 
whether the materials of Gothic, however their currency is handled by writers or in 
other medias, will... draw the plague of images (which is, put in other language, the 
terror of repetition [present author’s emphasis]) away from us, or whether the very 
repetition[present author’s emphasis] the insoluble dilemma of how to rid ourselves 
of vampires and monsters of our own making, will embed these images of unease, of 
disease, more uncontrollably in the heart’.1 

 

The preoccupation with oppression of ‘others’ in literary criticism 
concerned with the Gothic novel are long acknowledged as fundamental to our 
understanding of this genre generally.2 Recent evaluations of dynamics within 
gothic criticism itself have further bridged concepts of how the feared ‘other’ and 
the temporal might relate. Chris Baldwick and Robert Mighall have argued this 
discourse becomes clear through their ‘anxiety model’. Their central claim – 
arguing this model is characterised by the Gothic itself – is that debate has so far 
been ‘compelled to reproduce what it fails to understand’,3 or, in Punter’s words: 
falling foul to the ‘terror of repetition’. In Erkel’s Bátori Mária Egressy alters 
Dugonic’s play to encompass the recent approaches to historical themes, that is, 
cyclic understandings of history in the form of the ‘biblical-parallel’ resulting in 
‘nation death’. The macabre in Bátori Mária serves the specific function of 
projecting contemporary fears of a nemzethalál onto the power struggles between 
protagonists. Literal and figurative ‘ghostly apparitions’ facilitate several, 
simultaneous narratives in which the past, present, and future intertwine. At once 
historical ‘sins’ as explanations for contemporary political subordination unfold 
amidst a context in which medieval ‘sin’ is the root of historical repetition in the 
(contemporary) present. Further, the preoccupation with succession in this opera 
suggests parallels with the fixation of the continuation of the ‘unique’ Hungarian 
identity, language and culture in nineteenth-century nationalist movements.  

 
Traces of gothic literature are widely acknowledged to have inspired 

countless operatic works (particularly) in the first half of the nineteenth century, in 
the form of what Stephen. A. Willier refers to as ‘previously taboo subjects… 

 
1 David Punter, ‘Introduction: The Ghost of a History’ in David Punter (ed.), A New Companion to The 
Gothic (John Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, 2015), p. 7. 
2 Marie Mulvey-Roberts, Dangerous Bodies: Historicising the Gothic Corporeal (Oxford University Press, 
Oxford, 2016), p. 222. 
3 Christ Baldick and Robert Mighall, ‘Gothic Criticism’ in Punter (ed.), op. cit., p. 279. 
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madness, the subjugation of women, torture and the macabre’.1 Becoming a 
widespread European phenomenon, the gothic legacy is also evident in what we 
may broadly term the Hungarian ‘romantic’ literary movement. Novels in 
Hungarian contexts which mediate ‘the gothic’, demonstrate examples of 
projecting existential fears relating to Hungarian identity onto various depictions 
of ‘others’: the pagan, the Turk, the Mongolian, to cite prominent examples.2The 
power struggle in Erkel’s Bátori Máriasimilarly becomes a vessel depictingparallel 
fears: attempts to overcome perceived threats to the Hungarian identity. These take 
the form of a literal apparition á la Der Freischütz as well as musical ‘manifestations’ 
of a historical ‘hauntology’. Erkel’s first opera explores how intrigue, stagnation of 
power, ignorance, and finally, revenge equates with sin, oppression, and ‘national 
fate’. These musical narratives project fears of nemzethalálas punishment for 
‘national sin’ onto the past through medieval history, the present through 
representations of power struggles, and the future through the failure to learn or 
atone. Mária’s role as a mother is further significant to projecting contemporary 
fears, which Erkel implies musically through the ‘hauntology’ material (discussed 
below). The image of the mother as significant in analogies of nations, or 
‘motherlands’ in which citizens are ‘children’, ties the prominent theme of the 
succession of the Árpád dynasty to the concept of ‘national sin’ from 1840s 
perspectives of the Empire. Erkel’s musical narration in the context of the 
disambiguation, or rather, multi-layered, message of this work allows the 
‘hauntology’ to connect these themes. The rivalry between power factions and 
generations3 – both in the opera and in contemporary political discourse – results 
in a failure to work together for mutual benefit. Power struggles, the various 
musical ‘clues’ of the ‘hauntology’ suggest, will result in nemzethalál. 

István’ssortita(Act I, No.2 scene iv)establishes both his belief that the root 
of his people’s suffering is divine punishment, and that – unlike the royal 
councillors – he does not claim to know ‘whose sin’ has invoked God’s wrath.4 The 
cavatina provides the opportunity to lament the state of his country, emphasising 
szegényhaza,‘poor country’, with repeated phrases at the end of each repetition of 
the stanza (Act I, No.2, scene iv, Bb-30-31). Allusions to the lament are significant 
in Hungarian musical traditions, as well as in nineteenth-century nationalisms 

 
1 Stephen A Willier and Claire Seymour (ed.), Disordered Heroes in Opera: a Psychiatric Report (Plumbago, 
London, 2015), p. 8. 
2 A classic example is MihályVörösmarty’sA KétSzomszédvár(1830-1831) which explores the ‘Pagan 
other’. 
3 The legacy of feudalism is also particularly integral to understanding power structures in early 
modern Hungary where (alongside Poland) the aristocracy historically represented a larger percentage 
of the population than other European regions.   
4 Act I, No.2 (scene iv), Bb. 8-12, 16-19, 24-31. (Ki vétkeaz, melyértmegátkozailysúlyosanazÚr, szegényhaza?, 
‘Whose sin was it that brought the wrath of God on our poor country?’). 
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generally,1 and further emphasises fears, or at least preoccupations 
withnemzethalál. The tempo di mezzo interjection, in the form of men’s chorus, shifts 
from the sombre to the triumphant, with the proclamation De egykoreljövend a 
boldogpillanat, hogyrólunkelvegye a súlyosátkokat, ‘One day the blissful moment comes 
when the solemn curse is lifted from us’ (Act I, No.2, scene iv Bb.34-38).Similarly, 
allusions to the ‘Hungarian curse’ create a contrast between István’s lament and 
the hopeful future.2István’s musical language immediately switches from 
lamenting the state of the country to an optimistic belief in a ‘blissful’ future of the 
nation, presumably viewing his recent triumph as a good omen (Act I, No.2, scene 
iv Bb.40-52). Again, his central preoccupation, as in the cavatina is emphasised, now 
in opposition to his previous grief:Ó, üdvhozóidő, jövel! ‘Time of redemption be 
upon us!’ (Act I, No.2, scene iv Bb.87-96). The contrasting nature of la solita forma 
meant Erkel could introduce the ‘fatal flaw’ of the hero: his youthful ignorance. 
István apparently disregards his well-founded anxiety with regards the future at 
his men’s reassurance. This foreshadows a similar exchange between Mária and 
her ladies chorus which demonstrates, in opposition to her tenor counterpart, her 
unwillingness to bow to their persuasion to abandon her fears (Act II, No.8, scene 
i). Mária’scabaletta, rather, finds solace in an acceptance of divine fate: contrasts 
between the ‘earthly’ and the ‘ethereal’ Erkel makes clear in his musical narration.  

When the King first addresses his son (Act I, No.2, scene iv), we learn of 
his belief that the future lies in István producing an heir: on successfully 
continuing the Árpád dynasty. In István’s response, Erkel utilises the motif 
associated with Mária throughout the opera (see Ex.1.2). As Mária has already bore 
two sons by István, though this is unbeknown to the King until the second Act, his 
illegitimate children embody external ‘threats’ to the bloodline. The King’s fears, as 
rational, common preoccupations of monarchs, embody connotations of the ancient 
regime. This suggests a further example of historical ‘punishment’ in the context of 
the ‘enlightenment absolutism’ reformations under Joseph II (1741-1790), who 
ruled from 1780. His attempts to ‘Germanize’ the empire through standardising the 
language of education in Habsburg Hungary inverts in the self-determined context 
in which the plot unfolds. King Kálmán’sperceives ‘outside’ influence as a threat to 
the Árpád’s – the Hungarians – yet from the nineteenth-century perspective 

 
1 This is particularly connected to the verbunkoslassútradition. See, for example, Lujza Tari, ‘”Verbunk” – 
“Verbunkos”’ in Doris Stockmann and Jens Henrik Koudal (eds.), Historical Studies on Folk and 
Traditional Music: ICTM Study Group on Historical Sources of Folk Music, Conference Report (Museum 
Tusculanum Press, Copenhagen, 1997) 110. 
2 These allusions are beholden to nineteenth-century national myths and epics more generally, which 
involve laments, nostalgia for the ‘golden age’, as well as anticipating the ‘return of the repressed’. For 
example, see Anthony Smith, ‘The “Golden Age” and National Renewal’ in (eds.), George Schopflin and 
Geoffrey Hosking, Myths and Nationhood (Routledge, Abingdon, 2013),pp. 36-59. The idea of ‘national 
resurrection’ is a fundamental theme in Erkel’sHunyadi László of 1844. 
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outlined above, behold implications of past ‘sins’ ofÁrpád’sconquest of the 
Carpathian basin. Such trespasses supposedly resulted in thevery contemporary 
Habsburg oppression with which Erkel’spre-revolution operas are concerned. 

In the second act István’s eagerness to join his men in a hunt means he 
dismisses his wife’s fears as irrational, unknowingly leaving her to face the King 
and executioner alone, and ultimately securing her death through his ignorance. 
This depiction of István as an impulsive character invites a parallel consideration 
of how generation gaps performed an important role in contemporary political 
discourse. This characterisation demonstrates István’shubris, arguably applicable to 
the failed ‘War for Independence’ eight years later. The well-documented example 
of public exchanges between Széchenyi and Kossuth– the figureheads of ‘national 
awakening’ within the framework of the Empire, and a self-determined 
nationalism (respectively) – recounts the former’s warnings against impulsive, 
radical action as dangerous. Despite Mária’s fears of repercussions in complying 
with the reckless wishes of István, the couple marry without the King’s knowledge. 
On learning of the union, Kálmán resolves that Mária must be executed to avoid 
the downfall of his dynasty. However, upon meeting his new daughter-in-law and 
unnerved by her calm and dignified presence, (one of many such ‘ethereal’ 
depictions of the heroine by contrast with the ‘earthly’ figures of power) he 
abandons his agenda.1However, intrigue prevails: when István leaves their home, 
Leányvár on a hunting trip – against Mária’s pleas – the royal councillors seize the 
opportunity to murder the supposed threat (though we learn they are each acting 
for personal revenge: one failed to pursue Mária romantically, and the other has 
been humiliated by her brother, Miklós (Act II, No.14, scene vii)). István returns to 
their home in the heroine’s final moments, and the opera culminates in a call for 
revenge. 

The ‘musical hauntology’ discussed below explores the threat of perpetual 
divine punishment apparent in early nineteenth-century literary works relating to 
Hungarian history in the context of contemporary nationalist discourses. Further, 
the power struggles in the opera reflect contemporary strife presented as the very 
cause for the perpetuation of this cycle. Amidst a context in which ‘public actors’ 
are preoccupied with arguing their own views, Erkel’s opera suggests a parallel 
with the King, the heir and the royal councillors in Bátori Mária. Following their 
own agendas, the protagonists are oblivious to, or only become aware of the wider 
implications, once it is too late to rectify the present, and a future ‘cursed’ by 
perpetual punishment. Meanwhile the heroine is helpless to halt or re-create this 
cycle. Though it is feasible to argue Mária, à la Lucia, is a symptom of a patriarchal 
society, the power structure and discourse surrounding ‘progression’ (in its 

 
1KálmánKirály: Ilymerészséggel cask azbeszél, akinyugodt, s szíve, lelketiszta, ‘such valiant rhetoric comes 
only from those whose heart is calm, and whose soul is chaste’, Act II, No.14, scene vii.  
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countless definitions) more broadly is the subject of the musical ‘projections’. 
Through Mária, a birds-eye view of a hierarchy locked in a perpetual power-
struggle amidst an underlying suggestion of the ‘biblical-parallel’ on which literary 
works in this period frequently centred. Bátori Márialacks the fundamental element 
of resolution; this work does not provide any gratifying explanations for the 
tribulations of the characters on stage. Rather, depictions of contemporary fears for 
the future in a longue durée view of the nation implies an inability to atone. These 
fears are conjured andprojected, yet remain unresolved: evoked yet not expelled. 
The ‘hauntology’–contemporary fears–unravels before an audience itself 
apparently ‘doomed to repeat what it fails to understand’. 

 
Hauntology:Musical Narrative and ‘Unseen Voices’ 

 
Musical narrative in opera fundamentally involves considering musical 

gesture in relation to action. This is acknowledged even in the context of Abbate’s 
thesis of ‘unsung voices’: rare ‘disruptive’ moments ofinterjections from outside 
the ‘musical fabric’ of an opera.1 Mary Ann Smart alternatively, negotiates gesture 
and the (female) body in her examination of bodily gesture with musical gesture.2 
In Bátori Mária the theme of a nation whose future is apparently haunted by the 
past is mirrored in Erkel’s‘musical hauntology’ which involves strategic use of 
material associated with Mária in the arias of other characters. In this sense, the 
reference to the heroine is a disruptive device directing attention away from the 
protagonists on stage. However,Erkel nevertheless weaves this material into arias 
in which the direct link to the heroine remains ambiguous (in opposition to the 
leitmotif or reminiscence melodies). Fundamentally, he musically evokes the 
heroine in exchanges between other characters, depicting anxieties surrounding 
the future from several perspectives. This both functions as a reference to the 
absent heroine and her broader symbolic presence: a ‘ghost’ depiction of her 
character in the form of instrumental vocalism suggestive of the soprano. The title 
role, anticipated musically in the opening scene but only introduced via a 
sortitahalf way through the first act, contrasts István’s ignorance of a looming 
threat, the councillors scheming, and the King’s misplaced anxiety. MáriaBátori, 
though unable to determine her own fate, possesses a foresight of the tragedy to 
come.Erkel increasingly references Mária with musical gestures as the opera 
develops, in a manner suggesting the ‘bodily-ethereal’, alluding toher 

 
1 Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices: Opera and Musical Narrative in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1991), pp. 20-29. 
2The catalogue of musical representation of bodily movements in early-nineteenth century Italian opera, 
she argues, are substitutions for stage movements and scenic effects of the French stages, Mary Ann 
Smart, Mimomania: Music and Gesture in Nineteenth-century Opera (University of California Press, 
Berkeley, 2004), p. 72. 
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‘otherworldly presence’. This further points towards an underlying threat in an 
interplay between the divine and the earthly in the cycle of historical punishment. 
Her language often evokes a fragile effect through ‘ethereal’ musical gestures 
depicting bodily movements, or, by musical references to her character as 
transcendent of the immediate strife on which the plot centres. Increasingly, the 
horn performs an important function in the second act by, again, acting as a faux 
vocal line,1 and through bothsymbolic and diegetic functions in the hunting scene. 
Utilising material in this manner allows the action to assume broader significance, 
unravelling a discourse in which the protagonists are beholden to the action on 
stage, and yet portray a multi-layered narration relating the immediate action in 
the opera to wider phenomena.  

The primary motif in the ‘hauntology’ Erkel later used symphonically in 
the overture (see Ex.1), completed following the premiere, and first performed at 
the National Theatre in November 1841.2 This motif is not reflected in the 
orchestral introduction of the premiered version of 1840, which survives in the 
autograph score – Erkel’s own conducting score used for several decades – without 
being replaced by the overture3 (although the part-books demonstrate that the 
overture was added for subsequent performances).4 

 

Example 1, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Overture, Allegro, 151-154 
 

 
 

 
1 In the present discussion, ‘faux vocal line’ utilises the terminology from literature concerned with 
operatic ‘mad scenes’, in which obbligato instrumentation often functions as an absent duet partner. See, 
for example, Mary Ann Smart, ‘The Silencing of Lucia’, Cambridge Opera Journal, Vol.4, No.2 (1992), pp. 
137-140. 
2Katalin Kim, ‘Forrásokésváltozatok’ in Gupcsó (ed.), op. cit., p. 166.  
3 Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Autograph score, Act I, National Széchényi Library, Music Collection, Shelf 
number Ms. Mus.3.1/2. The short (26 bar) orchestral introduction prepared for the premiere, rather, uses 
material which the subsequent overture develops on, and which reoccurs in the horn parts of the opera, 
often at ‘high points’ of dramaturgy (for example, the final bars of Act I, No.2 (96-100 and Act II, No.14 
(79-85)). The original introduction is reproduced in the Appendix I of Erkel Ferenc: Critical Editions 
(eds.) MiklósDolinsky and Katalin Kim, Bátori Mária: Opera KétFelvonásban (RózsavölgyiésTársa, 
Budapest, 2002), Volume II, pp. 600-601. 
4 Vocal and Orchestral parts-books, Ferenc Erkel,Bátori Mária, National Széchényi Library, Music 
Collection (no call number). See also Kim in Gupcsó (ed.), op. cit., pp. 149-151. 
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No.2, Marcia ongaresetrionfaleed Aria con Coro, which follows the opening 
choral scene, introduces these power struggles, and establishes the musical 
hauntology amongst the King, Prince István, and the King’s two councillors, Árvai 
and Szepelik. Each is preoccupied with determining fate – of their own legacy and 
that of Hungary – through proactive measures. Table Ex.1.2 outlines the use of the 
‘Mária’ motif in No.2, scene iv: 

 

Example 2: 
 

Bars Character Variation of ‘Mária’ motif Instrumentation 
1-18 Kálmán  (recitative) 
20-21 István, Kálmán  M1   Picc, Fl, Vl I 
22-23 Kálmán   M1  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
24-25 István, Kálmán  M2   Picc, Fl, Vl I 
26-27 István   M2a  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
28-29  István   M3  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
30-31 István   M4  Fl, Vl I 
32-35 István, Kálmán  M4a  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
36-39 István   M4b  Vl I 
40-43 Kálmán   M1a  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
44-45 Árvai   M1b  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
46-47 Árvai   M1c  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
48-49 Árvai   M1ci  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
50-51 Árvai, István  M4c  Vl I, Vlc, Cb 
52-53 Árvai, István  M4d  Picc,Fl, VlI,II,Cb 
54-55 Árvai, Szepelik  M4d  Picc, Fl, Vl I, II, Cb 
56-59 Szepelik  M4e  Fl, Vl I, Vl II 
60-63 Szepelik  M4f  Vl I, Vlc, Cb 
68-71 Szepelik, Árvai  M1d  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
72-73 Szepelik, Árvai  M2b  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
74-75 Szepelik, Árvai  M2c  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
76-77 Szepelik, Árvai  M3a  Picc, Fl, Vl I 
78-79 Szepelik, Árvai, István M4g  Picc, Fl, Vl I 

 
M1 

 
M1a 
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M1b 

 
M1c 

 
M1ci 

 
M1d 

 
M2 

 
M2a 

 
M2b 

 
 

M2c 

 
M3 
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M3a  

 
 
M4 

 
 
M4a  

 
 
M4b 

 
 
M4c  

 
M4d 

 
M4e 
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M4f 

 
 
M4g 

 
 

When the Prince first opposes the King, the ‘Mária’ motif (M1, see Ex1.3), 
in a dovetailing effect, seems to plead with each to resolve their conflict peacefully, 
‘commenting’ at the end of their phrases. This suggests the contemporary 
dramaturgical situations found in many Donizetti and Bellini operas. Scenes of 
conflict between the tenor and baritone or bass in which the heroine is at the 
centre, the soprano commonly comments on the stress of the situation, often 
including a reference to God for aid.1 Instead of an actual exchange on stage with 
Mária, here Erkel uses this material to present her as embodying the broader 
symbolic presence of future peril, borne from the tension between these figures of 
power. An instrumental, instead of vocal, presence depicts the underlying theme of 
the opera.In this manner, Erkel creates ambiguity in his reference to the heroine. 
On a superficial level, utilising the ‘M’ material in conflict establishes the nucleus 
quality of her character as the focal point of these power clashes. He creates a 
musical context in which her role is nevertheless alsosymbolic of a ‘looming’ 
historiographical concept of Hungarian identity, which ‘haunts’ the endeavours of 
public figures of power.  
 
  

 
1 To cite a few prominent examples: the Act I finale of Anna Bolena(1830), the Act 2 finale of Donizetti’s 
Lucia di Lammermoor (1835), the Act I finale of Bellini’s I Capuleti e I Montecchi(1830) and the finale of I 
Puritani(1835). 
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Example 3, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act I, No.2 (scene iv), Moderato, 20-23 
 
István: ‘[Father], I cannot do that!’ 
Király: ‘What? Are you opposing me, sweeping aside what is best for the country? How dare you turn 
me down?’ 
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Here the ‘ghost’ presence of the heroine (Act I, No.2, scene iv, see Ex.1.2) suggests a 
trio. The flute interjections – the instrument strongly associated with Mária (see 
Ex.1.2) – in Ex.1.3 strengthens the impression of a third vocal line. 
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Example 4, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act I, No.2 (scene iv), Moderato, 32-35 
 
István: ‘I was forced to wed Judit against the will of my heart, just for the benefit of our country. What 
good did it do for the country?’ 
Király: ‘Enough! Do not vex me!’ 
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Szepelik and Árvai’s scathing allusion to the continuation of the Árpad 
dynasty, in referencing Mária and István’s children, further emphasise theseeffects. 
The sequential repetition of the motif (similar to the effect in István’s protest in 
Ex.1.3) accompanies their exchange, with the octave oscillation characterising the 
motif which is used in varied form in the flute interjections in the faux trio (see 
Ex.1.4) also utilised in the councillor’s reference to Mária (Act I, No.2, scene iv 
Bb.53, 55, 59, 61 and 63).  
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By contrast to this manifestation, the ‘earthly’ success of István is tied to 
the prosperity of ‘the people’, who, in the opening scene set in Buda castle, gather 
to celebrate the Prince’s recent military triumph (Act I, No.1). They bless István, 
theirbékeangyala ‘angel of peace’, thanks to whom their ‘barren’ lands will be 
restored, widows ‘crying eyes’ will dry and ‘needy children’ will be fed: in other 
words, he is connected to the practical defence of ‘the people’s’ immediate fate.1 
The chorus aids in creating the historical setting, referencing the Árpád dynasty, 
and István’sheroic feats which will apparently bring peace to the country. This 
establishes the theme of national destiny. With the introduction of the two royal 
councillors, Szepelik and Árvai, Erkel first hints at the fragility of this happy 
façade. Whilst the chorus sing praises and blessings to the royal family in 
anticipation of István’s imminent ascension to the throne, the councillors conspire 
to ‘put obstacles in his [Prince István’s] way’. Pianissimo tremolo in strings 
accompany their ominous threat (see Ex.1.5). 
 
Example 5, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act I, No.1 (scene ii), In tempo moderato, 31-34 
 

Szepelik and Árvai: Majdigyekszünkkövethengerítniutába (‘We shall put obstacles in his way’). 
 

 
 

1 This invites the parallel with political factions concerned with the immediate future of Hungary 
through ‘radical’ (direct) action culminating in the revolution. 
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To suggest various power factions’ differing agendas are clear from the 
opening, Erkel utilises established operatic devices.The rhythmic unison, whilst 
moving at moments in contra motion and with inconsistent intervallic spacing 
between voices suggests these characters, though united in their desire to cause the 
Prince’s downfall, each have a personal vendetta. Again, this implies, musically, 
that similar goals sought through blindly following one’s own agenda will result in 
catastrophe: a parallel with contemporary attempts to protect the Hungarian 
identity.  

The backdrop of the chorus’s blessing here is reminiscent of the similar 
theme in Kölcsey’sHimnusz: a plea to pardon the Hungarians and release them 
from current suffering.1 This initial hint at an underlying threat introduces the idea 
of omnipresent peril, even amidst seemingly joyous spectacle. Similarly, when the 
chorus hail a ‘long life’ to the Prince in a Marcia ongaresetrionfaleaccompanying 
István’s return2– a bandamarch – the councillors, again, act as a dark omen by 
contrast to the festivities. Their reference to the title role, ‘does he not bring with 
him women of pleasure, to bury our country’s worries in their luscious groins?’3 
more directly demonstrates their belief that MáriaBátori– or rather, her symbolic 
presence of the cycle of history – is a threat to the people’s peace.  

This manifestation of the ‘Mária’ motif continues to function as a narrative 
device as the power struggles intensify. In the councillor’s attempts to convince the 
King Mária must be executed, Szepelik reveals the two sons the Prince has already 
had with his new bride. The descending thirds figure in the bassoons (se Ex.1.6), 
alongside the oscillating horn figures, both of which will accompany Mária’s 
death, betray Szepelik’s murderous intent. The ‘Mária’ motif in upper woodwind 
and first violin (M1, See Ex.1.6 and Appendix II) again represents the looming 
presence of a historical ‘curse’ amidst intrigue, whilst simultaneously suggesting 
cries for help from the absent heroine (utilised similarly in the following hunting 
scene and drinking song (see Exs.1.10 and 1.11). 
  

Material comprising M1 and its variants is suggestive of Mária as a 
mother. The frequent appearance of this material in flute and piccolo in unison (see 
Exs.1-1.3) not only imply an ‘otherworldly presence’ in the association of flute and 
piccolo with heavenly gestures and ghostly presences, but further, suggests Mária 

 
1This is further emphasized in the wedding chorus (Act I, No.7, finale, andante religioso), holding a 
strong parallel in the similar scene in the second act of Erkel’s subsequent opera, Hunyadi László. 
2 Act I, No.2 (scene iii), Bb.5-6 (ÉljenIstván, éljen a királyfi, ‘Long live István, long live the Prince’). These 
references to a long life of the founding dynasty also subtly demonstrate ‘the people’s’ ignorance of the 
sorrow to come: both in the opera and more broadly with regards the end of the Árpád ascensions in 
the following generations.  
3 Act I, No.2 (scene iii), Bb.3-8 (nemhoz-e vajonkéjhölgyeketmagával, kikneklágyölében hon 
gondjáttemetveédelegnebuján). 
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and István’s two children which the councillors reference in Ex.1.6. Further, the 
separation of the two motivic elements (the octave leaps and the turn-like semi-
quaver figure) also insinuates a whole and its parts: a mother and her children. 
 
Example 6, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.10 (scene iii), Alegro non tanto ma deciso, 115-118 
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Utilising the material in this manner, Erkel suggests that the councillors are 
preoccupied with destroying the object of their personal vendetta – Mária– as 
opposed to the line of succession, or, securing the future of Hungarywhich they 
claim as their motivation. 
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Erkel provides a further musical guide in the form of more general musical 
portrayal of inner conflicts through established devices found in the contemporary 
repertoire. For instance, Erkel suggests character’s inner turmoil as reflections of 
the libretto through effects such as tremolo in strings and timpani (see Ex.1.5 for one 
such example). István’s recitative, promising Mária to return shortly, his 
anticipation for the hunt – the lull of the forest – is made clear in the string motif 
occurring on each pause between phrases (see Ex.1.7). The return to a pivot note (a) 
suggests preoccupation: his keenness to leave. 

 

Example 7, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.9 (scene ii), 12-14 (repeated in bars 29-30 and 42-43) 
 

 
 

Erkel underlines the significance of this contrast between Mária’s fears 
with István and Miklós’s desire to leave for the hunt musically. The latter depart 
with the fateful blessing ‘God keep you, dear Mária/ dear sister, God keep you’ 
(see Ex.1.9). When the horn fanfare sounds, they cheerfully exit to join the hunt. 
Mária, powerless to permeate the happy recklessness of her protectors, resigns to 
her fate. Here, the bassoon ‘speaks’ for her. 

Mimicking the vocal lines of István and Miklós in clarinets – a duet 
‘agreeing’ on thirds and fifths – the bassoons attempt a feeble opposition on 
Mária’s behalf. A struggle to move in contrary motion to clarinets and the tenor 
voices (bar 76) is abandoned alongside her hope of successfully convincing them of 
the imminent danger. 
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Example 8, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.9 (scene ii),30-32 
 

 
 
Example 9, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.9 (scene ii), Bb.75-79 
 

 
 

In this manner, Erkel utilises established narrative devices further 
emphasising the separation between Mária and the other protagonists musically. 
Portraying tension further from the ‘hauntology’ material in this manner is 
subsequently emphasised through manifestations of ‘ethereal’ gestures (further 
discussed below). 

Significantly, Erkel also evokes the ‘Mária’ material in the literal apparition 
of her ghostly presence. Following the hunting chorus (Act II, No.12), István’s 
ignorance of the danger Mária faces finally ruptures once the festivities are 
underway, implying a parallel with ‘awakening the slumbering nation’ to the 
danger the Hungarian identity faces. The hallucination, or, premonition, of his 
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dead wife is a clear influence from Max’s visions of his fiancé in the ‘Wolf’s Glen’ 
scene in the finale to Act II of Weber’s Der Freischütz(1821) which Erkel had first 
conducted five years earlier.1Employing features common in mad scenes (tremolo 
strings, trills, and the breadth of a seventh in a short phrase), the fragmented 
material Erkel utilizes previously in the ‘hauntology’ returns as an obbligato voice 
(see Ex.1.10). The musical narrative suggests several ideas; a faux duet partner, 
hallucinated voices, but also presented in fragmented form (sequentially ascending 
inverted fragment of M1, see appendix 1), representing Mária’s previous – 
suppressed – attempts to warn István not to leave her undefended (see Ex.1.7-1.9), 
or, a ghostly cry for help.  
 

Example 10, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.13 (scene v), 93-97 
 

István: ‘Don’t you see the bloodstained shadow of Mária?’ 

 
 

1Amadé, op. cit., p. 60. 
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The setting of the forest – associations with romanticism and the gothic – 
amidst the backdrop of the blissfully ignorant hunting chorus and subsequent 
drinking song, finally triggers a response in István, albeit all too late. This is a 
narrative within the narrative: the audience presented with this opera are urged by 
‘public actors’ such as Vörösmarty and Széchényi that ‘the slumbering nation’ 
must ‘wake’. Contemporary extremes within the public spheres of politics and 
national aesthetics, Erkel’s narrative between these scenes suggests leaves the 
undefended vulnerable (Act II, No.9 see Exs.1.7-1.9 and Act II, No.13 see Ex.1.10).  

In the literal ‘conjuring’ in István’s visions, Erkel utilises the ‘Mária’ 
material to draw a subtler parallel between the hunt and danger of the unprotected 
‘hunted’ in the hunting chorus preceding the bordal (drinking song) which 
develops into István’s visions. Here, Erkel alludes musically to ‘the hunted’s’ 
attempts to escape. The fragmented suggestions of the ‘Mária’ material (Ex.1.11: 
rhythmically diminished M3, see Appendix II) is distinct above the thickly 
textured hunting chorus with full men’s choir.  

The subtle interplay of fragments of the Mária material amongst the 
blissful ignorance of the hunting chorus and drinking songs, which evolve into the 
dramaturgically commanding apparition of Mária, epitomise the underlying 
message of cyclical history. Failing to understand or even become aware of threats 
within the ‘symbolic realm’ (as well from external powers) means the defenceless 
are left vulnerable. The musical narrative in which Erkel suggests further meanings 
than those relating to the plot through a looming threat, which imbues the libretto 
with several interrelated connotations. 
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Example 11, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.11 (scene v), Allegro molto,47-54 
 
Coro: (from off-stage) ‘slay, slash, and kill the beast’ (from the other side) ‘follow the deer’s track of 
blood, quick before it dashes off!’ 
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The Ethereal Gesture 
 

Erkel’s use of the ‘Mária’ motif and its variants primarily establishes the 
underlying, looming threat of anemzethalál. As the act unfolds, musically narrating 
bodily movements function as part of the ethereal depiction of Mária, which 
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contributes to representing her character as ‘otherworldly’: connected to the divine 
in opposition to the earthly ‘manmade’ sin of the other protagonists. The King, torn 
between the advice of his counsellors and his conscience asks rhetorically, ‘does 
she deserve to die for doing what we all do, love?’1 horn ascends in contra motion 
(see Ex.1.12, bars 95-96). Whilst the rising motion contribute to the Mária’s ethereal 
presence functions as instrumental vocalisation, the narrative here also hints at 
Mária’s imminent ascent from the ‘earthly’ world of ‘sin’ (one of several references 
throughout the final scenes). 
 

Example 12, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.10 (scene iii), Andante, 93-99 
 

 
 

1 ‘…azértszenvedjen e szegényhalált, hogy, mint akárki, úgy ő is, szeret?’ (Act II, No.10, scene iii). 
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By the finale, tensions in the form of Mária’s anxiety, the councillors’ rage, 
the King’s inner crisis, and finally István’s hallucinations, have built to a pinnacle. 
However, before the final action, Mária’s presence before the King results in a 
momentary pause in momentum. Flutes accompany her and her two children’s 
entrance on stage (see Ex.1.13). Again, the duet suggests her two children; more 
broadly, it implies the innocent ‘children’ (i.e. citizens) whose lives fall into 
jeopardy as the price for power struggles. Disrupting the building pressure in this 
manner throughout the second act invites reflection before the apparently 
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inevitable conclusion. A final emphasis on the ethereal quality of Mária’s musical 
language differentiates her from other character’s music. This is an inversion of the 
death march Erkelassigns the title role in Hunyadi László. László’s walk to the 
scaffold – a marchefunèbre– is a spectacle in which each step is emphasised as a 
perversion of justice. Mária’s walk to meet her judgement is, rather, a depiction of 
footsteps barely grazing the ground: a ghostly presence. 

 

Example 13, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.14 (scene vi), Sostenuto, 46-49 

 
This material also reoccurs in the original premiere version of the finale 

suggesting Erkel viewed such ‘ethereal’ gestures as integral to depictions of the 
heroine.1 

In the finale, the hunting party returns as Mária lies dying. The audience 
hears the drinking song from the previous hunting scene from off-stage, creating 
the manner of ‘musical intrusion’ used to remind the audience ‘…of action taking 
place in “real time” beyond the world of the stage’.2Abbate argues, conversely, 
such moments constitute the very act of narration.3In any case, scenes of this nature 
usually create a displacement, most commonly functioning as a tempo di mezzo. 
Even scenes with similar ‘interruptions’, such as the ‘gondolier’ song opening Act 
III of Rossini’s Otello (1816) rather halts time, reflecting – narrating externally – the 
heroine’s emotional state.4 However, in Bátori Mária the final action functions both 
outside of the construction of the aria and of the description of the heroine’s inner 
world. The cycle of sin and punishment characterising ‘Hungarian fate’ in various 
examples of contemporary discourse is depicted here as existing simultaneously. 
The return of the hunting chorus drinking song at the ‘fateful’ moment of Mária’s 
death draws a parallel with contemporary fears of irresponsible pursuits of fate: 
prominently, Széchényi’s criticism of the ‘young liberals’, whose direct action 
eventually culminated in a series of public executions of the revolutionary leaders.5 
The hunting party, returning from killing weaker beings in blissful ignorance of 
the urgent need to have been protecting the vulnerable heroine – herself a ‘weaker 

 
1 See FerencErkel: Critical Editions (eds.) MiklósDolinsky and Katalin Kim, Bátori Mária: Opera 
KétFelvonásban (RózsavölgyiésTársa, Budapest, 2002), Volume II, Appendix III, p. 646, Bar 87. This reflects the 
additions made to the composer’s autograph score, which he used to conduct between 1840-1860: FerencErkel, 
Bátori Mária, Autograph score, Act II, National Széchényi Library, Music Collection, Shelf number Ms. 
Mus.3.2/2. 
2 Smart, op. cit., p. 90. 
3Abbate, loc. cit. 
4 Smart, loc. cit. 
5On the orders of Emperor Franz Josef, nearly 150 public executions of leaders of the revolution took place in 
October 1849. Bryan Cartledge, The Will to Survive: A History of Hungary (Timewell Press, London, 2006), p. 
219. 
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being’ – provide the audience with a scene of a ‘self-aware’fate, helpless to alterher 
own imminent demise, alongside the self-perpetuating continuation of the cycle of 
life the hunt symbolises. 
 

Example 14, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.14 (scene viii), Lento, 54-58 
 

Mária: ‘our kiss was the last one’ 
Men’s Chorus: [From No.13 drinking song] ‘Let’s sing about wine and love…’ 

 
 

When István enters Mária’s chamber in her final moments, his line ‘how 
could you let this happen, God’, over the horn thirds motif utilised in Árvai and 
Szepelik’s appearances (see Ex.1.6), demonstrate István is still ignorant of his own 
role in determining events. He is ‘answered’ by the clarinet, a reminiscence melody 
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from István and Mária’s duet in Act I (scene viii, No.6),1 followed by a series of 
fragmented ‘Mária’ motives (see Ex.1.22, bar 902 related to the hunting chorus, see 
Ex.11 and Appendix II). These references, previously used to depict the hunted 
attempting to escape the hunter (Ex.1.18) now suggest, again, Mária’s ‘escape’: an 
ascent to heaven (see Ex.1.22, bar 90). 
 

Example 15, Ferenc Erkel, Bátori Mária, Act II, No.14 (scene viii), Lento, 84-90 
 

István and Miklós: ‘How could you let this happen, God?’ 
 

 
 

1 These were only added to the final version of the finale (the version reflected in the critical edition of 
the opera), although it is unclear when this particular change was made. This addition was not added to 
the composer’s autograph score (Erkel Ferenc, Bátori Mária , Autograph score, Act II, National 
Széchényi Library, Music Collection, Shelf number Ms. Mus.3.2/2), but was added to the part-books 
(Vocal and Orchestral parts-books, Bátori Mária National Széchényi Library, Music Collection (no call 
number)). See also Kim Katalin, ‘AzErkel-Műhely: KözösMunkaErkel Ferenc SzínpadiMűveiben (1840-
1857)’, (PhD Dissertation, Liszt Ferenc ZeneművészetiEgyetem, 2012), pp. 51-52.  
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In the premiere version of the finale, the call for revenge comprising the 
final bars of the later version descend into an extended coro furioso. A fleeting initial 
reference to musical depictions of Mária (a re-emergence of the material from 
Ex.1.13 in bar 87 of the original finale)1portray one final, futile, effort to warn the 
young heir against radical action.  

 
1Erkel Ferenc: Critical Editions (eds.) MiklósDolinsky and Katalin Kim, Bátori Mária: Opera 
KétFelvonásban (RózsavölgyiésTársa, Budapest, 2002), Volume II, Appendix III, pp. 646-663. See Kim, op. 
cit., p. 51.  
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With the premiere of Bátori Mária some eight years prior to the mid-
century revolution, the separatist movement had not yet built the momentum with 
which the possibility of redemption (understood as self-determination) became 
viable. Four years later in Erkel’s subsequent opera, Hunyadi László, the gathering 
force of the nationalist movement reflects depictions of suffering equated with 
pride. Similarly, sacrifice embodies the possibility of resurrection. Erkel’s first 
opera, however, presents ‘the nation’ as a historical cycle apparently doomed to 
‘recreate what it failed to understand’. When Prince István proclaims in the final 
moments Bosszú a gyilkosfejére!, ‘revenge on the murderer!’, it is clear that the cycle 
of sin and punishment remains unbroken. 

 
 

Historiography and Hauntology: Sin, Punishment and A nemzethalál 
 

Examining Erkel’s musical narrative in the context of the political 
discourse outlined in this article provides insight into how this work reflects and 
ultimately responds to its context. Chorus scenes in Bátori Mária, particularly the 
Act I opening chorus, Act II ladies’ chorus, and Act II hunting chorus and drinking 
song, comprise blissfully ignorant backdrops to the protagonists’ turmoil. This 
foregrounds, by contrast, Mária’s foresight of her own fate, the King’s increasing 
inner strife between sacred and secular law, and finally, István’s visions of his dead 
wife – allegoricalnemzethalál– cultivated through strategic references to Mária’s 
musical material. The cyclic depiction of sin and punishment involves references to 
medieval national history and the ancient regime, the enlightenment, and finally, the 
liberal romantics and conservatives. The heroine and her fate are a clear allegory 
for contemporary anxieties surrounding nemzethalál, and how power struggles 
equate with ‘national sin’. The councillors conscious intrigue represent factors 
beyond control regardless of rank within the power structure. The King’s strife 
suggests even those in the highest office are plagued by anxieties which leave ‘the 
nation’ vulnerable to intrigue. Istvánepitomises honest intentions, and yet secures 
the downfall of himself and his country through ignorance and ‘fatal’ errors. 

 
The autograph score demonstrates how the finale developed from the 

premiered version into the final scene ultima approved by Erkel (the version he 
conducted during the majority of the two decades the work stayed in the repertoire 
of the NemzetiSzínház). In the original version, the preoccupation with revenge as 
the concluding theme was even more pronounced than the revised version: the 
extended number reflecting the premiere version emphasises grief and revenge 
considerably.Ironically, considering the lessons contained within Erkel’s musical 
‘clues’, the premiere was heavily criticised in the contemporary press for exactly 
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these reasons.1Ultimately, Erkel’s musical narrative implies that the cyclic ‘nation’ 
plagued by in-fighting is perhaps unsolvable.The ‘hauntology’ utilisation of the 
‘Mária’ motif alongside her ‘otherworldly’ bodily-musical gesture, this chapter has 
argued, demonstrates the death of hope. When the ‘angel of death’2dies, so does 
the chance of understanding – and regaining control of – the historical, cyclic 
‘biblical-parallel’: the Magyar ‘curse’. 
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